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1.  Introduction

In past decade, most of computer components integrated 
in a single silicon chip i.e. system on chip (SoC).It has 
contained a powerful processor, analog, digital and 
mixed signal components on a silicon substrate. SoC 
mainly used in embedded applications. The foremost 
problem of these components is communication between 
them1. If the number of components has increased, 
communication between components has considerably 
complex. Communication networks are connecting 
different geographically distributed points. In point to 
point communication, the connection of the any two 
resources is fixed. It provides flexibility with avoiding 
arbitration but some resources have not involved for 
processing data. It had been leading a problem of less 
utilized resources while to increase resource utilization, 
bus based on chip communication has introduced. In bus 
technology, components are connected with a single bus. 
It is simple and widely used as components are connected 

through bus. Due to a single bus, servicing of components 
has been delayed and consumed much power. It is not 
scalable as the bandwidth has shared to entire system 
resources. To overcome the problem, hierarchical bus has 
used. Bridge has attached between the multiple buses and 
saved the power consumption due to the not using long 
wires. This technique having multiple buses which leads 
arbitration between buses and numerous wires connected 
to the bus. To solve arbitration overhead, bus matrix 
method has introduced. The resources are connected in 
a matrix manner. By using matrix bus, the arbitration 
has overcome but due to on chip interconnects electric 
noise, degrading performance, energy consumption 
and scalability increased. These problems have been 
given a new paradigm i.e. NoC. Dally2 and Benini3 have 
introduced this new on chip communication for SoC.
NoC is the system which consists of a group of routers 
with Processing Elements (PEs) and formed a topology 
(ex. Mesh, torus, folded torus, tree/fat tree and ring). 
While transferring data, source router connects other 
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router through PE until it reaches to its destination 
router. PEs has controlling the data transmission over 
the flits or dedicated channels. NoC has been giving 
notable improvements over the conventional bus and 
the sharing of NoC interconnects helped to reuse of the 
resources. NoC is presented in various journals, special 
conferences and NoC symposium4. Another important 
NoC parameter is latency which depends on the levels of 
router pipelining levels off to 5 clock cycles. They are input 
buffering, a virtual channel allocation, routing algorithm, 
arbitration, and switching technique. According to 
ITRS, the total number gates count per router is nearby 
15 kilogates and the average area at 130 nm technology 
is 0.14mm2. Circuit switching has given even more 
small routers because of without buffers. The operating 
frequency is also another important key parameter for 
NoC. Implemented the operating frequency of 400 MHz 
with 0.18µm technology. Given the operating frequency 
of 500 MHz at 0.18 µm with occupied area of 0.25mm2. 
The average operating frequency is about 600 MHz for 
130 nm technology. Reducing latency and the cancelling 
memory requirementis still an open research areas of the 
nose.

The traditional NoC routers are composed of 
structural and transmission parameters. The structural 
parameters are included arbiters, buffers and routing 
algorithms while transmission parameters are channel 
allocation and switching mode. A typical router is 
having five ports to handle the information. The five 
ports of NoC are North port, East port, South port, West 
port and Local port. Each port is having bi-direction 
channel totransmit/receive the data from port to port. 
The router has interconnected its own PE through local 
port and network interface (NI). The remaining of the 
paper framed as follows. In section 2 discussed typical 
NoC architecture. In section 3 presented the different 
topologies for NoC. In section 4 discussed different 
switching technologies of NoC. In section 5 represented 
channel routing algorithms. Section 7 discussed the 
comparison of NoC BEDTalgorithmfollowed by section 8 
consists of conclusion and future work.

2.   Typical NoC Router 
Architecture

The NoC has made up of following building blocks. Those 
are topology, switching, routing and crossbar. A typical 
NoC has bidirectional inputs and outputs (N, S, W, E and 

L)5. The data is transferred using bi-directional channels 
either the local port to router or router to router. The 
bidirectional local port is connected to its PE through NI. 
The PE has process the data information and transferred 
through the fixed channel. Each input port having a buffer 
to store the input data which come from the output port. 
The buffers have worked as First In First Out (FIFO) and 
shown in Figure 1. These buffers are having association 
with input and output ports to store the data. The buffer 
size of input port has depended on the packet size of the 
data. The arbitration unit controls the input and output 
ports among number of available ports. 

Figure 1.    Typical Router architecture with five input and 
output ports (north, east, south, west and local).

The routing unit is responsible for the how packets 
are routed to the source to destination router. By using 
of routing and arbitration units the crossbar switch 
transfers the data from input port to the output port. If 
the requested is buffer full in destination port, then the 
transferring packet has to wait until the buffer has become 
free. To avoid the errors of NoC, use the virtual channel in 
association with physical channel. These virtual channels 
provide the extra channels to moving the packets from 
one port to another and deadlock can be avoided. Virtual 
channel controller is needed to organize the virtual 
channel with physical channel.

3.  Topology

The topology is described as how ports/nodes are 
connected in a network. The topology has indicated 
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the number of alternative routes between the ports 
and controlled the network contention along with 
different traffic patterns. The different topologies are 
used in NoC at the based on the application. It has been 
affected the fundamental parameters like area, latency 
and throughput. There has immense work done in the 
topology of NoC. A lot of research work done at different 
topologies for superior results direct topologies are Mesh, 
torus, ring, star, spidergon, octagon etc.6 and indirect 
topologies are tree/fat tree and matrix etc. In some 
NoC architecture has been using 2D and 3D topologies.
In NoC, the mesh topology has popularly using as it 
provides more parallelism and scalability when compared 
to other topologies7–9. Mesh topology comes under a 
variety of application like image processing and security 
systems. Torus topology is the latest version of a typical 
mesh topology and the torus topology as invariable as 
Mesh but head nodes connected to tail nodes in complete 
directions. A torus provides better path diversity than 
mesh and routing also minimal. The disadvantage of 
torus has long wrap around the channel which increased 
the delay. This had been come out of the folded torus 
topology. The binary tree is connected like the leaves of 
a tree. Each router has 4 ports. The number of levels is 
depending on the number of nodes and if the number of 
nodes is ‘n’ then the number of levels is log4 n. At the first 
level of the binary tree, nodes are connected to n/4 to the 
routers. The binary tree topology has vastly used in DNS 
system.

4.  Switching Mode

Switching indicates by which the transmission 
arrangements (bandwidth, buffer capacity etc.) are 
allocated to users to provide them. Switching systems 
have been decreasing the network costs by reducing the 
number of transmission links required to enable the 
population of users to communicate. NoC has used two 
types of switching techniques i.e. circuit switching and 
packet switching10. In circuit switching (CS), the data 
transfer through a dedicated channel11,12. The channel is 
set to the resource until data transfer and this channel 
is reserved until the completion of data transfer. In 
this way, CS provides guaranteed throughput (GT) and 
quality of service (QoS)13. In CS, packets are transferred 
in a pipelined manner along the channel, and it needs 
one register to buffering. CS is the most efficient for high 
network traffic and high transmission rates and another 

advantage is the bandwidth not changed until data transfer 
ends. But CS is lack of latency requirement and efficiently 
resource utilization. Mostly CS has fixed structure so it 
provides limited flexibility. CS has popularly used in the 
telephone networks.

To get rid problems of CS, Packet Switching (PS) has 
been transferred the data into packets14. PS has most 
commonly used for NoC as it provides high bandwidth 
and efficiently resource utilization. PS has a few limitations 
because of buffer size and network size. Due to these 
limitations, PS has given the low saturation point and 
channel latency in case of network size is high15. In PS, 
data have broken into number of packets and further into 
flits (flow control digits) and further divided into number 
phits(physical units).PS shows how data information had 
broken into packets again into flits. The flits are consisting 
of 3 parts of packet i.e. head, body and tail flit. The head 
flit consists of source, destination and routing information 
and body flit has the original data information. Lastly, tail 
flit has consisted of information about the end of data 
packets and upon receiving the tail flit, the router has to 
release the communication channel.

5.  Channel Routing Algorithm

The routing algorithm selects how the data is transferring 
from source to destination. The routing algorithm has 
been preventing from deadlock, livelock and starvation. 
To avoid these overheads, number of routing algorithms 
has proposed. The routing algorithms had grouped by 
depending on various routing parameters. The routing 
algorithms give important concepts such as1. Depend 
on the number of destinations (unicast, multicast and 
broadcast)16. 2. Depend on adapting (deterministic, 
oblivious and adaptive)17. 3. Depend on routing decision 
(source, distributive and centralized)18. 4. Depend on 
implementation (lookup table and a finite state machine) 
as shown in Figure 2.

Among different types of routing algorithm, 
adaptive routing algorithm has given low latency results. 
Deterministic algorithm, simple and inexpensive but 
they do utilize path diversity and thus are weak on load 
balancing. Oblivious algorithm, give often good results 
since they allow effective load balancing and their effects 
are easy to compare. Adaptive algorithms are although 
in theory superior, are complex and power hungry. The 
deterministic algorithm uses the co-ordinates of X and 
Y19. First, it has to reach X coordinate of destination then it 
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will move Y coordinate of destination. Consider Xoffset= 
Xdestination- Xsource and Yoffset= Ydestination-
Ysource. If Xoffset =0 and Yoffset =0 then the current 
router is the destination router. If Xoffset<0 then data can 
be transferred to left side of the current router. If Xoffset>0 
then data can be transferred to the right side of the current 
router and repeat the same process for finding of y co-
ordinate20. Number of various algorithms proposed in the 
deterministic algorithm21. The second one is the minimal 
adaptive routing uses the shortest path between the 
routers22–30. This routing algorithm checks shortest path 
in every router among available routers. Researchers are 
having considerable scope of implementing best routing 
algorithm.

5.1 Arbiter
Whenever number input and output ports are available, 
selecting the suitable input and output port is complex 

to the processor. Arbiter has selects the suitable port and 
different types of arbiters has introduced (fixed priority, 
round robin fashion) based on the performance31. Fixed 
priority arbiter, it is the simplest arbiter. Priorities are 
given to the resources and according to their priority, 
input and output selected. It has easy to implement but 
the path delay has proportional to the number of input 
ports. The round robin method gives the highest degree 
of fairness compared to other arbiters32,33. It will give the 
priorities to the input and output portsin round robin 
fashion which will increase the area and latency. To reduce 
this, distributive round robin method has been used. 
In this method, input and output selected distributive 
manner and various types of distributive round robin 
arbiter comes forward in NoC.

5.2 Cross Bar Switch
The cross bar is used for switching data input port to 

Figure 2.    Classification of the routing algorithms in NoC.
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output port based on Arbiter module34. High speed 
routers are used for the cross bar with full connectivity 
where at low speed routers are used cross bar without 
full connectivity. The typical cross bar design has simple 
when using multiplexer and de-multiplexer. It consists of 
‘MxN’ transmission lines where ‘M’ horizontal of ‘X’ axis 
and ‘N’ vertical lines of ‘Y’ axis. The input of the cross 
bar is given by output of the arbiter. The main problem 
using cross bar is speed up for transfer of input to 
output. Parthapratimpande has given the parameters of 
performance in NoC.

6.   Methodology of Proposed NoC 
BEDT

The proposed BEDT is an advanced version of all existing 
NoC for high speed communications and it has both 
encoder and transmission modules at the transmitter and 
at receiver have decoder and its receiver modules and vice-
versa. The BEDT has provided an efficient performance 
analysis like speed and power consumption for effective 
communications and consists of the following modules:

6.1 Design of single switch NoC
6.2 Novel Bit transition encoder
6.3 Novel Bit transition decoder
6.4 Hardware Implementation on FPGA
6.5 Comparison of NoC BEDT with existing work 

6.1 Design of Single Switch NoC
The NoC single switch is designed for the purpose of data 
transfer between source and destination at a transmission 
rate of 10GHz. The proposed switch consists of the two 
PEs, control circuit, First-In-First-Out (FIFO) and Finite 
State Machine (FSM). The two PEs have been performing 
the operation for two parallel data which are received 
from two different destinations. Each PE has memory for 
storage and performing the operation at a rate of 10GHz 
i.e., each packet of data is transmitted at speed of  
that means 0.1us is the time required to transmit each 
packet.Therefore, the proposed NoC switch has feasibility 
to access to different data from two different sources and 
both data are performed parallel. 

The control unit having reset and selection control 
signals to control overall design, the reset is to reset all 
internal registers and selection is to select the direction 
of data transfer, there are four directions and one virtual 
channel, the direction are like north, south, west and east. 

Based on the selection signal the data will transfer from 
source to destination as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3.    3x3 NoC switch and their direction with virtual 
channel.

When all direction lines are busy for data transmission, 
then the proposed switch automatically switches over to 
virtual channel for effective communication. This virtual 
channel concept is a costly and complex circuit, but it can 
be used for emergency data transmission. Each switch has 
its one virtual channel and based on request command 
on selection line, the virtual channel will get enable and 
connect to destination. 

The FIFO circuit has been presented in each switch 
for temporary storage and data transfer serially, based on 
priority of data coming from the different sources, the data 
are transferred to a particular destination. In FIFO, one 
writes and read the signals for writing the incoming data 
and then to read. The size of the FIFO is 256x8, counter is 
used to control write and read operation. When counter is 
“1111” then FIFO memory is completely storing the data, 
i.e. full signal generates a high signal and full signal is low, 
then the counter is increment, at the same time the data 
are written into the FIFO, when read signal is high then 
data is read from the FIFO.

Finally, FSM controller has been designed for finding 
the shortest path from the source to destination and 
then transfers the data. For 3x3 NoC switch, maximum 
probabilities are three directions, such as horizontally, 
vertically and diagonally. This FSM control the all 
directions based shortest path and demand of virtual 
channel, “req_in” is control signal used for selection 
of destination and it is illustrated in the Figure 4. The 
8-bit of data packet is stored in the FIFO and its output 
is connected to FSM to find the who is the destination 
is shown in Figure 4. There are four enable signals of six 
directions with the name of “en_e”, “en_w”, “en_s”, “en_n” 
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, “en_r” and “en_l”, where l and r represents left and right 
for controlling of data transfer in the all directions.

Figure 4.    RTL diagram of FSM and FIFO.

6.2 Novel Bit Transition Encoder
Each switch has an encoder and a decoder for providing 
the security of the information data to be transmitted 
from source to destination.The encoder operation is as 
follows

Let us take one frame of size 8-bits:
X is the packet input and its frame value assumed 

10011001 and information bits will be 11100110
Present bits: X=0100101101001011
Previous bits Y=0001001011010010
Transition of Y is Ty=11111111
Second TransitionT2=00000000 and so on 
Fourth Transition T4=00000000
End TransitionTe=11111111
Ty count=1000=8
T2 count=0000
T4 count=0000
Te count=1000=8

The above data decides whether odd invert and even 
invert using module-C circuit, where module-C is the 
circuit designed by xor gate.

Set to ‘1’ or ‘0’ based on the following inverts
 10---------odd
 01---------even
 11---------full 
 00---------No inversion
Te>w-1/2

If full invert=11 then odd invert=1 and even invert=1. 
After doing all above steps, Encoder operation output is 
Z and it given by

Z[0]=X[0] Θeven invert=1Θ1=0
Z[1]=X[1] Θeven invert=0Θ1=1
Z[2]=X[2] Θeven invert=0Θ1=1
Z[3]=X[3] Θeven invert=1Θ1=0
Z[4]=X[4] Θeven invert=1Θ1=0
Z[5]=X[5] Θeven invert=0Θ1=1
Z[6]=X[6] Θeven invert=0Θ1=1
Z[7]=X[7] Θeven invert=1Θ1=0

For encoder output record results from bottom to top 
ie 1101100110 and MSB 2 bits indicates full invert ie odd 
invert=1 and even invert=1

6.3 Novel Bit Transition Decoder
Input to decoder is the output of encoder, i.e. 1101100110; 
this data is encrypted and transmitted through different 
channels. At the receiver end, error corrector technique is 
adapted to correct the data and decode into original data 
(i.e. 10011001). The novel algorithm for decoder and its 
steps are as follows.

Z=1101100110 is the output of encoder and it is input 
to the decoder

Z=1011010010110100
R=0010110100101101
Ty=11111111
Ty=8=1000
Module-C output decides ‘1’ or ‘0’ according to
Ty>w-1/2
Ie 8>8-1/2=7/2
Here majority output is ‘0’
X[0]=Z[0] Θodd invert=1Θ1=1
X[1]=Z[1] Θodd invert=1Θ1Θ0=0
X[2]=Z[2] Θodd invert=1Θ1Θ0=0
X[3]=Z[3] Θodd invert=0Θ1Θ0=1
X[4]=Z[4] Θodd invert=0Θ1Θ0=1
X[5]=Z[5] Θodd invert=1Θ1Θ0=0
X[6]=Z[6] Θodd invert=1Θ1Θ0=0
X[7]=Z[7] Θodd invert=0Θ1Θ0=1

Therefore, the decoded output is 10011001 and it is 
same as encoder input.

6.4 Hardware Implementation on FPGA
The NoC BEDT is developed using Verilog HDL and 
implemented on Virtex-5 FPGA, all modules signals 
are analyzed using Chipscope pro. The top module RTL 
diagram and it’s inter connections are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5.    RTL diagram of NoC BEDT.

7.  Result and Discussion 

The reported implementation results of the proposed 
NoC BEDT are for effective communication. The results 
are paid according to the topology, type of switching and 
routing algorithm. The topology mainly indicates the 
area of flit width and buffer size. The most common flit 
width is 32 bits which very lesser than 256 bits. Some 
proposals used flit width is 20 and 128. Note that the 
flits are used for flow control, but the bits are used as the 
number of parallel wires between the routers. However, 
they may have the exact same width in most cases. 
Buffers are generally constructed by the flip flops. A lot 
of proposals report that buffers will take 50-90% of the 
router area which leads to more power consumption. 
Virtual channels of each port are associated with the 
buffers. These are reducing the blocking conditions and 
improve the performance. Virtual channels are required 
in adaptive routing algorithms to avoid the deadlock 
problem. Presented 3dimensional topology.

The Figure 10 shows the simulation results of a 
proposed single NoC switch, it consists of four directions 
along with left and right directions and the request 
command to select required direction. The request would 
be in the form of 2n

, where n is a number bit. The following 
commands are used for request selection:

If n=1 then 2n is 2 and it is for left direction
If n=2 then 2n is 4 and it is for right direction
If n=3 then 2n is 8 and it is for west direction
If n=4 then 2n is 10 and it is for east direction
If n=5 then 2n is 20 and it is for south direction
If n=6 then 2n is 40 and it is for north direction

The numbers 2,4,8,10,20 and 40 are in hexadecimal 
numbers shown in Figure 6.

The novel encoder and decoder have been implemented 
with NoC switch for high security, the encoder is used at 
the transmitter and decoder is used at receiver and vice-
versa. The encoder output is the input to the decoder, 
the decoder is correct the bits which are corrupted while 
transmitting through noisy channel and any media. In the 
Figure 7 X is the 32 bit input data, out to be the encoder 
output and decoder_out are the decoded data and it is 
same as input, therefore encoder and decoder has worked 
for any data in the real time applications.The developed 
NoC BEDT algorithm has been implemented on Virtex-5 
FPGA using Chipscope pro by Integrated Logic Analyzer 
(ILA) and Integrated Controller (ICON) and results are 
shown in the Figure 8.

8.  Conclusion

This paper has analyzed different architectures for NoC 
and found that the former NoC has used packet switched 
2D topology with the deterministic algorithm. The 
proposed typical NoC simulated in XILINX 14.7 ISE 
with Verilog and implemented in FPGA family. Silicon 
area, latency, power consumption and throughput are 
the important metrics for NoC and observed sharp 
difference in implementation results. NoC has emerging 
topic in research and based on this paper some topics 
are very important for developing the NoC. Those are 
the procedures and test cases for benchmarking, traffic 
characterization and modeling, design automation, 
fault-tolerance, QoS policies. In the future work will be 
proposed new methods to achieve the low latency and 
low area NoC. The proposed NoC BEDT is developed 
and analyzed for effective communication at a frequency 
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Figure 6.    NoC simulation timing results.

Figure 7.    BEDT simulation timing results.
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of 10GHz, the performance analysis has been made 
and observed that 24% reduction in power and 65% 
improvement in speed of transmission.
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